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Since the publication of the “Ency-
clopedia of Character Steins”
(ECS-I) in 1976, stein collectors
have looked at character steins
with clearer eyesight. Prior to ECS-
I the stein “purists” preferred the
Mettlachs, faiences, glass and, if
they could afford them, the beauti-
ful ivories. As an afterthought, a
few collected the “cutey” character
steins. In the past few years a new
name (?) has appeared more fre-
quently in antiques journals and
advertising, and that, of course, is
the word MUSTERSCHUTZ. It is
referred to almost as a manufac-
turer, as, for example, a Villeroy
and Boch stein is a “Mettlach.”
However, we are all aware that this
is as far from the truth as refrigera-
tors are “Frigidaires,” or cokes are
“Coca-Colas.” In the next volume
of the Encyclopedia (ECS-II) a
chapter shall be devoted to the
“Elusive Musterschutz.”

As beautiful as the quality and
workmanship is on the average
beige/ brown Musterschutz stein, a
few rarer, more unusual, Muster-
schutz steins have been observed.
These are the blue/white Meissen-
like steins with the Musterschutz
markings. They were probably not
manufactured by Meissen, but
have a similar coloration to the
many fine articles of porcelain
made in the Meissen/Dresden area
in what is now East Germany.

There are similar characteristics to
be found on many of the
blue/whites. The “Animals “ are
noted with heavier blue markings
at the extremities (i.e. —paws, feet,
nose, snout, ears, etc.). “Blue,” of
course, is associated with drunken-
ness, and the “Cat with a Hang-
over” (ECS #6) and the “Drunken
Monkey” (ECS #40, Figure #1) are
slightly inebriated. The “ Singing
Pig,” the “Pig with a Pipe” (ECS
#58) and the “Ram” (ECS #66) also
have the same coloring , A
blue/white version of the “Wolf”
(ECS #71) has also been noted
(Figure #2). Could all the animals
have been made by the same
manufacturer?

Another series with similar characteristics
is a variety of blue/whites dotted with the
same delicate blue daisy-like flowers (Fig-
ures 3, 4 and 5).

The “Hops Lady” (ECS #288, Figure #6) is
highlighted in blue dottings throughout her
hair (hops).

Another variation is found in the striations
on the “Sad Radish” (ECS #258, Figure
#7). Interestingly, a “Happy Radish” (ECS
#261) was made with the blue “crossed
swords” marking of Meissen. Is it possible
that Meissen did manufacture some of the
Musterschutz steins?

One recurring characteristic found on all the
blue/whites is the delicate high-glaze finish
of the porcelain. Unquestionably the highly
skilled artisans who finished these pieces
placed much pride in their work.

I f you are fortunate to own one or more of
these rare and beautiful steins, enjoy them,
savor them. You have truly quality steins. 

This article has been update with color pho-
tos as availabe.


